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Resource Information

URL: https://www.tocris.com/
Proper Citation: Tocris Bioscience (RRID:SCR_003689)
Description: An Antibody supplier
Resource Type: Resource, commercial organization
Website Status: Last checked up
Resource Name: Tocris Bioscience
Resource ID: SCR_003689
Alternate IDs: nlx_152479

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Tocris Bioscience.
No alerts have been found for Tocris Bioscience.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics
We found 352 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [FDI Lab - SciCrunch.org](http://FDI-Lab-SciCrunch.org).


Tsai SL, et al. (2020) is a dual regulator of wound epidermis development and inflammation during the initiation of limb regeneration. *eLife*, 9.


Shen H, et al. (2020) Increased Dendritic Branching of and Reduced γ-GABAR Receptor Expression on Parvalbumin-Positive Interneurons Increase Inhibitory Currents and Reduce Synaptic Plasticity at Puberty in Female Mouse CA1 Hippocampus. Frontiers in cellular neuroscience, 14, 203.


